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Cohousing

‘Cohousing’ has existed in Denmark since the 1970s, and today about 5% families have 
been won over by the concept. In Flanders, cohousing first appeared some 20 years 
ago. Brussels and Wallonia have now also discovered the concept, which combines 
the privacy of individual homes with shared functions and a social ethos that brings 
neighbours together.

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT  /  SMART LIVING

There is a lot of interest in cities because co-
housing can provide answers to a number of 
urban development issues such as the need for 
smarter space use, the demand for quiet 
neighbourhoods with safe spaces for children      
to play, more compact building, more conser-
vation of green spaces and attention to water 
management.

Input from residents
People can put themselves forward as candidates 
to live in a cohousing project, while others offer 
land or residential areas where a cohousing 
project can be set up. The projects are split 50/50 
between new construction and renovation, 
although there is a definite trend towards com-
bining the two. Such projects may involve  the 
repurposing of castles, monasteries, churches 
and similar buildings. Ideally, those involved     
work with a professional project developer.

“The people who opt for cohousing rarely know 
each other beforehand”, says Eef Tanghe.           
“Prior to the construction or renovation project, 
we bring the people together in a council, so     
that they gradually get to know one another and 
help shape their cohousing project. This also 
applies to the central building with its various 
functions. The possibilities include a communal 
kitchen with a large dining room for parties, a 
laundry room, a children’s playroom, a television 
room, a coworking space, a music room, a  
studio, guest rooms and so on.“ 

“Cohousing means privately 
owned dwellings which 
are kept fairly compact 

and communal areas in a 
conventional co-ownership 
set-up used however the 
residents jointly decide.“

HafenCity in Hamburg is a development of no less than 2.4 million m2. It is very 
fine example of a successful partnership between the public and private sectors.
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E ef Tanghe, manager of Cohousing 
Projects (Ghent), a recognised coope-
rative company offering professional 

services for cohousing: “With cohousing you have 
privately owned dwellings which are kept fairly 
compact and communal areas in a conventional 
co-ownership set-up, which are used however 
the residents jointly decide. Everyone can do their 
own thing – such as gardening, for example – and 
can put ideas into practice either on their own       
or with other residents. Cohousing is definitely  
not the same as living together in one house.”

Cohousing projects consist of 8 to 34 fully-
equipped private homes (with private kitchen and 
bathroom), plus common facilities such as a 
‘central building’ with guest rooms, a pedestrian 
street, playgrounds, relaxation areas and so on. 
Those interested in the formula can decide for 
themselves whether a smaller or larger cohousing 
project is preferable. 

THE NEIGHBOURLY FEEL OF A TRADITIONAL VILLAGE CENTRE

Eef Tanghe
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Legally, at least 50% of the available outdoor 
space must be shared and at least 10m² of each 
private residential unit must be contributed to the 
common indoor space. The indoor space must 
specifically contribute to greater social interaction 
and not be confined to purely functional purposes 
such as storage, basements, circulation spaces 
or shared building services spaces.
The future residents control much of the design 
process themselves, in order to create a 
neighbourhood that will meet their needs. A 
contractual relationship is therefore needed 
between the group of owners and the architect.

Smart living
The process leading up to the actual imple-
mentation of a cohousing project takes three       
to four years on average. In the big projects,   
there can easily be a hundred or so residents 
involved. The future residents together determine 
how simple or luxurious their cohousing project 
will  be. “Very often we see projects with a      
strong ecological focus taking shape, as their 
scale makes them easier to achieve for a group 
than  for an individual“, notes Eef Tanghe.                 
“Cohousing does not work out as less expensive, 
but it offers the unquantifiable added value of    
the fellow-occupants. All management tasks are 
taken care of by the owners without the need    
for a property management company.”
Cohousing leads to smarter living. Many of the 
things found in a conventional home, such as 
guest rooms, lawnmowers, swings, tents, 
children’s bikes or a car, are not needed every 
day, and are therefore ideal for sharing with 
neighbours.
In principle, cohousing projects involve owners 
with unlimited property rights, but in some     
cases tenants may also come into the picture.                           
If someone decides to leave the project – and it 
has been found that the houses sell quickly and 
at a good market price – the new owners often 
give the project a fresh boost.

Eef Tanghe: “We aim for a mix of residents – 
singles and couples, families with children and 
older people – so that the advantages and 
disadvantages are equally shared. But in 
sequential terms, it is mainly young families and 
families with older children just leaving the nest 
and whose house has become too large, that 
express an interest in cohousing. The latter group 
wants to maintain a sense of belonging and is 
looking for contact with younger families. Families 
with teenagers rarely become involved in such 
projects.”

Cohousing on a grand scale
In the Ghent district of Sint-Amandsberg, the 
industrial site of the metal-processing company 
Malmar is being converted into ‘Bijgaardehof’, 
the country’s largest cohousing project, with       
no fewer than 57 residential units and a local 
health centre. In 2015, Sogent, the Ghent urban 
development agency, issued a call for future 
residents which attracted interest from 70 families 
or individuals. Sogent brought the selected 
candidates together to give shape to the plans for 
their new homes, working with an external 
coordinator (Trizone in collaboration with Space-
Lab). After more than fifty meetings, their collected 
ideas were then moulded into a master plan by 
Bogdan & Van Broeck architects.
The conversion of the factory building is the      
final element in a larger urban densification   
project near Ghent-Dampoort railway station.  
The enclosed location of the old Malmar factory 
makes it less suitable for a traditional housing 
development project with private gardens.            
The total area of the factory is 5,000m². Most of 
the land is earmarked for (compact) residential 
development, but 2,000m² will be added to the 
already created Bijgaardepark. The 57 families 
will move into Bijgaardehof by 2020.

Eduard CODDÉ
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“The process leading up to the actual implementation 
of a cohousing project takes three to four 

years on average.“
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Cohousing projects can provide answers to a 
number of urban development issues such as  
the need for smarter space use, the demand for 
quiet neighbourhoods with safe spaces for 
children to play, more compact building, more 
conservation of green spaces and attention to 
water management.

BotaniCo  I  Leuven 

Bijgardehof  I  Gent

Kerselaar  I  Oostakker

BotaniCo  I  Leuven 

Gecco  I  Gentbrugge Rinkkaai Paviljoen  I  Gent

Wijg & Co  I  Wijgmaal 
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